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This year, had he lived, Albert Einstein would have
celebrated his hundredth This centenar¥ year has
focussed attention on his work and has occasioned careful

of his thought. Einstein was not, iri the strict
sense of the word, a mathematician. He was rather a
theoretical physicist, or even a philosopher, who made much use
of the mathematics known, but not widely so, in his day,
introducing a standard of mathematical rigour that has greatly
enriched theoretical physics. His concept of aeometrisation
of physics brought. much of that subject into mathematics, al-
though it remains, to some extent, controversial.

A prediction arising from his work is that there can exist
objects known as "black holes". Dr C.B.G. McIntosh writes of
these in this issue. Our previous issue dealt briefly with
another - the bending of light-rays as they pass a star, such
as the sun.
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n = dO + 10d1 + 102d +2

Now when we divide n by b we obtain

(1) n _ 1 + 10 d1
102

b - I).dO b + l) + ...
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TESTING FOR DIVISIBILITY
T.M. Mills, Bendigo C.A.E.

We all know that
\.

a number is divisible by 2 if its\last digit (the one in
the units column) is even,

a number is divisible by 5 if its last digit is 0 or 5, and

a number is divisible by 3 if the sum of its digits is
divisible by 3.

Fewer people know that a number is divisible by if the
sum of its digits is divisible by 9. Fewer still know that
these are all examples of a single rule. In this article we
shall discover this rule. Then you could invent tests for
divisibility by 6, or 11, or even 53.

First, we must state the general problem. Let

n = dk dk - 1 ·· .d2d1dO
be.a (k+l) - digit number: dO is in the "units column ll , d1 is
in the "tens column" and so on. Let b be some integer larger
than 1. The problem is to determine whether or not b divides n.

Second, we write n in a more convenient form:
k+ 10 d k .

10k
+-b-dk'

Third, we study the terms 10i lb. Suppose that when we
divide 10i by b we are left with a remainder r .. That is,

J

(2) lo-J
-b-

Y'.
+-!1.b i = 1,2,3, ... ,

which becomes, after a little rearranging,

nib = (Q1d l+12d2+" ·+qkdk) + (dO+r1d1+Y'2d2+" .+rkdk)lb.

However, (!ld1+f!2d2+" '+(!kdk. ts an integer pecause each qj and d j
is an integer. Our rule, then, is



RULE': b diVides. = dkdk_1 " ;d2d1do it, and only if
b divides dO + + r 2d2+ '" + rkdk ;

where the r j are gi ven.by equa.tion (2);

Now let us see how this general rule works, Take b 3,
because the rule is well known in this case.
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To see if 3 divides n = dk dk_1 " .d2d1dO' we compute the
from equation (2).l' . IS

j

101 /3

102 /3

103 /3

3 + 1/3,

33 + 1/3,

333 + 1/3,

and so on. Thus r. =
J

1 for every j.

Our general rule tells us that

3 divides n = dkdk- 1 ... d2d1dO if, and only if,

3 divides dO + a1 + d2 + ... + dk
which is the usual

A nice test for by 11 is the following:

11 divides n = dkdk_1 ... d2d1dO if, and only if,
k11 divides dO - d l + d2 - d3 + -, .. +(-1) dk .

Can you derive this by a slight modification of the above
discussion?
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NEW MATHS
Computer Science had the absolute highest pass rate due

to the large numbers in the course.

University of Melbourne, Faculty of
Science, Board of Review Minutes,
5.12.1978.

MAD MAX
Stunt work nowadays is getting very physics oriented -

and very mathematical.

A stuntman, interviewed by
Peter Couchman, ATVO, 23.4.1979.


